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Hello Benn, Noah, Antonio, Tara, Karuna, Jasmena, Hoshi, Jess, Finn, Brielle, Sofia, Kat, 
Jordan and Aesa,  
 
I hope each one of you is feeling well. It’s certainly strange doing Main Lesson online. It is 
time, I think, to hear from each one of you. Dot point 4 today outlines a list of questions to 
act as prompts for what you could write in your email to me: lking@lyss.vic.edu.au,  
I sincerely look forward to hearing from you,  
 
Have a beautiful day,           Lou 
 
 
 

1. Use your Atlas (or Google Earth) to find the following towns and cities within the 
continent of Africa: 

a. 35  S, 18  E 

b. 19  S, 50  E 

c. 7  N, 2  W 

d. 31  N, 30  E 

e. 1  N, 3  E 
 

Now look at a map of South America and write down the co-ordinates (the latitude 
and longitude) of the following places: 

a. Sao Paolo, Brazil 
b. Caracas, Venezuela 
c. Lima, Peru 
d. Montevideo, Uruguay 
e. Santiago, Chile 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:lking@lyss.vic.edu.au
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2. Put the title Latitude onto the next blank page of your ML book followed by the text 
below: 
 
Latitude is your position north or south of the Equator. To find your degree of latitude, 
you can use a sextant to measure the angle of the sun at midday in relation to the 
horizon. You must also take into consideration the date because the sun rises higher 
in summer than in winter. Therefore, at midsummer (21st December) you should add 

23.45 and in midwinter (21st June) deduct 23.45.  In the northern hemisphere, the 
North Star (Polaris) can also be used at night to find your degree of latitude, whatever 
the season. One degree of latitude, north or south, is approximately 111km on the 
Earth, with slight variations due to the planet being not a perfect sphere.  
  

 
A sextant – a navigational tool to measure latitude. 

 

This YouTube video helps to clearly explain the use of the North Star for measuring latitude 
in the northern hemisphere:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luwRQecuNpA 
 

This is a diagram that outlines the South Celestial Pole, an imaginary point that can be used 
to measure latitude by night in the southern hemisphere. A lot more challenging!! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luwRQecuNpA
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Now copy the following diagram into you ML book: 

 
 
Accurately label the Equator, Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn, Arctic Circle, 
Antarctic Circle, North and South Pole (if visible on your diagram).  
Also draw a line for the line of latitude on which you live and include the 
corresponding line in the northern hemisphere.  
 
 

 
Tomorrow we will look at measuring lines of longitude. It was centuries later that 
these imaginary lines were universally established.  

Why do you think it was possible for longitude to be so much harder to 
measure and take humans so much longer to identify?  

And without vertical ‘equator’, the 0 line of longitude became an interesting 
political decision. Theoretically, It could go anywhere…             more tomorrow! 

 
 
 

3. Answers from yesterday’s MC questions on longitude and latitude.  
 
1. The starting point to measure latitude is the: 

a. Equator 
b. South Pole 
c. Tropic of Capricorn 
d. Prime Meridian 
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2. Which of these best describes a line of latitude: 
a. The line between two countries 
b. A line that runs horizontally around the globe 
c. A line that runs vertically around the globe 
d. A prime meridian 

 
3. The 0 ° line of longitude runs through: 

a. Greece 
b. England 
c. America 
d. Egypt 

 
4. If a place is located at 45 ° South and 120 °  East would it be located closest to: 

a. The North Pole and the Prime Meridian 
b. The North Pole and the International Date Line 
c. The South Pole and the Prime Meridian 
d. The South Pole and the International Date Line 

 
5. The absolute location of Paris, France is: 

a. 69 ° N, 2 ° W 
b. 49 ° N, 20 °W 
c. 49 ° S, 2 °E 
d. 49 ° N, 2 °E 

 
 

4. Now please send through an email (lking@lyss.vic.edu.au) to me before tomorrow 
(Friday) morning. Here are some questions that you may choose to answer: 
 

a. How are you? How have you been feeling this week? How is school working for 
you at home? 

b. How are you finding the topic of cartography? Have you found any aspects 
interesting so far? 

c. You could let me know which migratory animal you have chosen for you 
research task. 

d. Do you have a story about ever being truly lost? Or do you think it’s impossible 
to get lost these days? Imagine a world without GPS! 

e. Have you been keeping up with the ML work? Is it overwhelming in anyway? 
f. Any feedback is welcome, Class 11 

 

mailto:lking@lyss.vic.edu.au

